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LOCAL & GOVERNMENT ISSUES 
 
KRCW is committed to keeping viewers informed on local issues.  We reported 
extensively on the resignation of Governor Kitzhaber and the swearing in of Kate 
Brown.  Other important topics included the ongoing debate about the Portland street 
fee. 
 

 
KRCW   “Fritz No Go Street Fee” 1/5/2015   10:00 PM    :41 
Portland’s controversial street fee does not have the support of City Council 
Commissioner Amanda Fritz.  She contends that the current proposal does not do 
enough to protect low and middle class families.  She wants to find funds for road 
improvements, but disagrees with tying it to gas consumption.  She favors a more 
equitable income tax structure.   
 
KRCW   “Street Fee Public Vote” 1/7/2015   10:00 PM    1:48 
The Portland street fee will be put to a public vote – but “no” will not be an option.  The 
vote will be an advisory vote to indicate the public’s support for one of several 
proposals.  The possibilities include a gas tax, a progressive income tax, and a property 
tax levy.  Many people KGW spoke with said they would simply vote “no” if it were an 
option.  This is the first time the city will use the public advisory vote to guide policy.  
 
KRCW   “Kitzhaber Swearing In” 1/11/2015   10:00 PM    :43 
Tomorrow, Governor Kitzhaber will be sworn in for an historic fourth term.  The 
ceremony will take place in the House chambers at 10:45am.  The event comes at a 
time when First Lady Cynthia Hayes is being investigated by the FBI for how her role as 
a public official benefitted her private business.   
 
KRCW   “Hawthorne Bridge Tacks” 1/22/2015   10:00 PM    :25 
Portland Police say they’re looking into a string of vandalism targeting bicyclists.  
Someone has been throwing thumbtacks on the street, causing cyclists to ruin their 
tires.  So far, surveillance cameras have not recorded the perpetrators and the 
investigation is ongoing.  
 
KRCW   “Hidden Cam Folo” 1/28/2015   10:00 PM    :50 
A gap in Oregon law for video-voyeurism cases has a lot of viewers outraged.  In one 
case, a man recorded his teenage neighbor for years, but it was only considered a 
misdemeanor.  In another case, a man was secretly recording a ten year old girl for 
months, but spent only a month in jail.  That girl’s mother is now urging lawmakers to 
act quickly to make the act a felony.  Her Facebook group now has 2,000 followers.   
 
KRCW   “Kitzhaber Hayes Preview” 1/29/2015   10:00 PM    1:37 
Questions about Governor Kitzhaber and fiancée Cylvia Hayes have prompted an ethics 
and FBI investigation.  One charge centers on the non-profit Rural Development 
Initiatives.  The organization received $200,000 in state funds after hiring Hayes in 2011 
and all that funding disappeared when Hayes quit.  Hayes also admitted to receiving 
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more than $100,000 from a clean energy group while advising the governor on clean 
energy policy – and did not claim that money on her IRS tax forms.   
 
KRCW   “Oregon DUII Checkpoints” 2/2/2015   10:00 PM    :45 
Should Oregon police be permitted to establish drunk driving checkpoints?  That 
question could be coming to the ballot in 2016.  Under the state constitution, DUI 
checkpoints are illegal, but a new bill would ask voters if they want an amendment to 
allow the practice.  Opponents say dragnet checkpoints are an affront to personal 
freedom, but supporters say it’s a matter of saving lives.   
 
KRCW   “Rape Statute Extension Legis” 2/3/2015   10:00 PM    2:12 
With rape allegations making headlines recently, one woman is on a mission to get the 
statute of limitations increased for victims to confront their attackers.  Nearly two dozen 
states have no time limit, but Oregon has a limit of 6 years.  Brenda Tacy, herself a rape 
victim, says this is not enough time for some victims to summon the courage to come 
forward.  She is working with Oregon Senate President Peter Courtney to increase the 
statute of limitations from 6 years to 20 years.   
 
KRCW   “Oregonian Kitzhaber Resign” 2/4/2015   10:00 PM    2:20 
In an unprecedented move, The Oregonian editorial board has called on Governor 
Kitzhaber to resign.  The paper says he is a distraction and there are too many 
questions concerning his credibility.  The scandal surrounding the governor stems from 
his fiancée, Cylvia Hayes, who earned hundreds of thousands of dollars working with 
groups with direct interest in state policy.  That money was never reported on Hayes’ 
tax forms.   
 
KRCW   “Park Smoking Ban” 2/9/2015   10:00 PM    :37 
Portland Commissioner Amanda Fritz is seeking to ban smoking in more than 200 of the 
city’s parks and natural areas.  She says it’s an effort to keep non-smokers and kids 
healthy.  The ban would go into effect on July 1st and Fritz says enforcement would 
initially be through education, but repeat offenders could face fines.   
 
KRCW   “Cold Open Kitz Resigns” 2/13/2015   10:00 PM    3:27 
Governor John Kitzhaber has announced his resignation and now, he and fiancée 
Cylvia Hayes are facing federal scrutiny.  The Department of Justice filed subpoenas 
against Kitzhaber, Hayes, 15 other individuals, and 11 state agencies.  They are 
seeking documents and computer files related to Hayes’ private consulting business 
that received more than $200,000 in state money.  The documents must be handed 
over by March 10th.   
 
KRCW   “New Gov Kate Brown Wrap” 2/18/2015   10:00 PM    2:27 
Today, Kate Brown was sworn in as the state’s new governor, replacing John Kitzhaber 
who resigned amid his fiancée’s ethics scandal.  Brown delivered a 6 minute speech in 
which she vowed to refuse outside money, along with anyone on her staff or family for 
work related to state business.  She also praised Kitzhaber for his leadership, but said 
she is ready to look to the future and regain the public’s trust.   
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KRCW   “Shopping While Black Lawsuit” 2/23/2015   10:00 PM    2:27 
Several women have come forward alleging that they were the target of racial 
discrimination at local stores.  One woman was told to leave because an employee 
claimed she was on a national database for shoplifting.  In another case, store 
employees called the police asserting that the shopper was part of a theft ring, even 
though they admit they did not see her steal anything.  Police arrived and questioned 
the shopper for about 30 minutes before releasing her.  The stores implicated include 
Ross, Walmart, and BestBuy.  All together, the five alleged victims are seeking 
$500,000.  
 
KRCW   “East Portland Petition Fails” 3/5/2015   10:00 PM    :24 
East Portland is not seceding from the city anytime soon.  The city rejected a petition 
filed by a group seeking to de-annex neighborhoods east of 82nd Avenue.  The effort 
failed several legal and procedural requirements.  The petitioners claim the city isn’t 
addressing crime, schools, and roads in East Portland.   
 
KRCW   “Speed Camera Law” 3/9/2015   10:00 PM    :46 
A new proposal in Salem would allow drivers to be ticketed using unmanned photo-
radar cameras.  Currently, the law requires an officer to be present for drivers to be 
cited.  But this new proposal would change that requirement.  The bill would apply only 
to high-crash corridors in Portland, where nearly half of pedestrian fatalities occur on 
just 3% of the city’s streets.   
 
KRCW   “Voter Registration Laws” 3/16/2015   10:00 PM    :20 
Governor Kate Brown signed the so-called “motor-voter” bill into law today.  Under the 
law, anybody of voting age with a driver license will automatically be registered to vote – 
and it’s retroactive to late 2013.  The law is expected to add about 300,000 new voters 
and is the first law of its kind of the country.   
 
KRCW   “OLCC pot czar fired” 3/26/2015   10:00 PM    :30 
Tom Burns, the man tasked with running Oregon’s new legal marijuana program has 
been fired.  Burns had been in the position at the OLCC for just 3 months and his 
dismissal comes just 3 months before the marijuana rules must be finalized.  
Lawmakers say they were shocked by the firing.  The Oregonian reports that Burns was 
fires due to an unspecified personal conflict between him and the chair of the 
commission, Rob. Patridge.   
 
KRCW   “Hales on Indiana” 3/30/2015   10:00 PM    :53 
Portland Mayer Charlie Hales is the latest in a string of leaders boycotting Indiana’s 
controversial new law.  The law is dubbed the “Religious Freedom Law” but Hales says 
it legalizes discrimination against the LGBT community.  Now, he says no city money 
will be used to travel to Indiana in protest of the law.   
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KRCW   “Portland Traffic Study” 3/31/2015   10:00 PM    1:32 
A new study by GPS maker TomTom ranks Portland traffic 10th worst in the nation.  
Many commuters agree that traffic is getting worse, but ODOT spokesman Don 
Hamilton disputes the findings.  He says TomTom’s method of measuring congestion 
skews the data against compact cities such as Portland.  And he says that explains how 
Portland ranks higher than Houston and Atlanta.   
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HEALTH CARE ISSUES 
 

KRCW remains committed to reporting on health news and safety alerts to help viewers 
live productive lives.  Some of the major health stories this quarter included the 
Meningococcal outbreak at OSU and the state’s approach to upcoming marijuana 
legalization.       
 

 
KRCW “Flu Concerns”   1/2/2015   10:00 PM    2:02 
This year’s flu season is proving to be historic and deadly – and it’s headed toward 
Oregon.  Seven have already died in Washington State.  One problem is that this year’s 
vaccine does not adequately protect against the dominant strain.  Experts expect 
Oregon cases to peak in late January or early February and complications, such as 
pneumonia, to be more prevalent.  They say it’s still worth getting the vaccine for partial 
protection.   
 
KRCW   “Corn Syrup Sugar Health” 1/5/2015   10:00 PM    :29 
A new study from the University of Utah says high fructose corn syrup is more toxic than 
raw sugar.  The study found mice eating HFCS had higher death rates and fewer 
babies.   
 
KRCW   “Wendy’s Removes Soda” 1/15/2015   10:00 PM    :18 
Wendy’s is the latest fast-food chain to remove soda from its kids’ meals.  The chain is 
following in the footsteps of McDonald’s, which dropped soda from kids’ meals in 2013.  
Parents can still get soda for their kids, but it won’t be listed on the menu.  Burger King 
says it’s considering the possibility of following suit.   
 
KRCW   “Tamiflu Shortage” 1/19/2015   10:00 PM    :41 
As the flu season takes hold, many pharmacies are having problems keeping Tamiflu in 
stock.  The medicine eases the symptoms and can reduce the length of sickness.  
However, the drug must be taken within 48 hours of diagnosis to be effective.  
 
KRCW   “Hops Health Benefits” 1/29/2015   10:00 PM    :37 
A new study delivers good news to beer lovers: hops could be beneficial for the brain.  
A chemical found in the ingredient could help protect cells that are normally killed by 
stress.  Scientists say it could fight Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.  The study says in 
order to reap the benefits, hops must be consumed daily.   
 
KRCW   “Measles Vaccination Rates” 2/2/2015   10:00 PM    2:37 
The biggest Measles outbreak in years has doctors worried.  There are now 102 cases 
in 14 states, including Oregon and Washington.  Parents are increasingly opting not to 
vaccinate their kids, which could lead to a sustained outbreak.  A vaccination rate of 
94% is considered optimal for so-called “herd immunity,” meaning enough children 
have the vaccine to protect the 6% that are not.  Currently, 7% of Oregon kindergartners 
are unvaccinated.  In some communities, the rate is as high as 75%. 
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KRCW   “Health Insurance Deadline” 2/8/2015   10:00 PM    :28 
You now have exactly one week to purchase health care through the federal exchange 
in order to be covered in 2015.  Forgoing insurance will result in a fine.  Since the state 
dismantled the Cover Oregon website, all uninsured Oregonians will have to re-enroll 
through the federal exchange.  Enrollment events are being held throughout the state 
and can be found through the KGW.com website.   
 
KRCW   “UO Bacteria Scare” 2/19/2015   10:00 PM    2:08 
After a U of O student died, health officials are worried the cause may have been an 
infection related to meningitis.  Three students have tested positive for the infection 
since January and the fourth student succumbed to it.  They’re now recommending 
parents and students protect themselves.  Several colleges in the country require the 
meningitis vaccine, but none in Oregon.  The university has vaccines available for 
students while they consider making it mandatory.   
 
KRCW   “Sitting Rising Test” 2/27/2015   10:00 PM    :28 
A simple test could tell you how long you’ll live.  The “Sitting Rising Test” requires you to 
sit down and get up repeatedly, without using your hands for stabilization.  Depending 
on how you do appears to be a good indicator of your likelihood to die over the next five 
years.  More on the test and how it’s scored is on the KGW.com website.   
 
KRCW   “Oregon Health SCOTUS” 3/4/2015   10:00 PM    :41 
The Supreme Court is taking up an issue that could affect thousands of Oregonians with 
subsidized health insurance.  The court will decide if everyone in the nation is eligible 
for subsidies or only those living in states with state exchanges.  Oregon’s state 
exchange, Cover Oregon, never functioned properly.  A Cover Oregon spokeswoman 
insists residents would not lose coverage, but not everyone is convinced.   
 
KRCW   “New Hospital Pricing” 3/10/2015   10:00 PM    :34 
A new bill in the Oregon Senate would tell you the full cost of your medical procedure 
before you even get it.  It would require providers to provide the cost of every aspect of 
a procedure before you make a decision to accept it.  Oregon would be only the second 
state to require such transparency.  The bill appears to have bipartisan support thus far.   
 
KRCW   “Too Sexy Cheerleaders” 3/17/2015   10:00 PM    :49 
The University of Oregon cheerleaders are under fire from a board of trustee member 
for being too sexually suggestive.  The trustee member, Ginevra Ralph, quested 
whether the routines are appropriate in light of the new sexual assault prevention plan 
outlined by the university’s interim president.  The athletic department says they 
consider the cheerleaders an important fixture for the team and welcome discussions on 
how to improve.   
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KRCW   “6th UO Meningococcal Case” 3/18/2015   10:00 PM    :18 
A sixth student has reportedly contracted the deadly meningococcal bacteria.  The fifth 
student was diagnosed just last week and another student has died from the disease.  
In response to the outbreak, the university has offered vaccination clinics.   
 
KRCW   “Stronger Marijuana” 3/23/2015   10:00 PM    :21 
A recent test on the marijuana being sold in Colorado found the plants were about 30% 
THC.  That’s three times higher than THC content in marijuana 30 years ago.  The 
study also found more contaminants such as Butane and Fungi, and now some experts 
say standards need to be established to regulate levels of these chemicals.   
 
KRCW   “Marijuana Tracking Pot” 3/29/2015   10:00 PM    2:12 
Recreational marijuana is just a couple of months from being legal in Oregon, but 
attention is now turning to the widely unregulated medical marijuana market.  The state 
is concerned that excess product in the medial market will wind up on the recreational 
market.  Two bills in the legislature would limit the number of plants medical growers 
could maintain and develop a tracking system.  Some growers said the move could 
result in shortages and could force patients to turn to the more expense recreational 
marketplace for their medicine.   
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YOUR MONEY, YOUR BUSINESS: CONSUMER ISSUES AND ECONOMIC CRISIS 
 

KRCW keeps a close watch on economic developments and consumer warnings to aid 
viewers in making wise spending decisions.  Hanjin leaving the Port of Portland and the 
rapid increase in bike thefts were among the issues we covered this quarter. 

 
 

KRCW “Economic Outlook” 1/2/2015   10:00 PM    :44 
2014 ended on a positive economic note.  Gas prices are down, the stock market is up, 
and unemployment is decreasing.  Economists expect another 3 million jobs to be 
added next year.  Retail and restaurant sales are expected to rise as well, but workers’ 
paychecks are expected remain mostly stagnant.   
 
KRCW   “Crowd Funding Bait Bikes” 1/6/2015   10:00 PM    1:57 
A local cyclist is turning to Go Fund Me to raise money for his innovative bike theft 
prevention program.  The idea is to place a GPS tracker on bicycles to alert police of 
their location when stolen.  While bike theft isn’t a high priority crime, it is a common 
problem in Portland and GPS could deter thieves from stealing a bike if they know it’s 
baited.   
 
KRCW   “Lillard Shoe Unveiling” 1/13/2015   10:00 PM    2:04 
Portland Trail Blazer Damian Lillard unveiled his first signature shoe in partnership with 
Adidas.  The shoe brings more exposure to the Blazers, the city of Portland, and poetry.  
The shoe’s insole is inscribed with words important to Lillard.  The shoes are available 
at Footlocker and Adidas and retail for $105.    
 
KRCW   “Washington Weed Tax” 1/21/2015   10:00 PM    :24 
Washington State lawmakers could be changing the way marijuana is taxed.  Currently, 
the state imposes a 25% excise tax two and sometimes three times over, plus 
applicable sales taxes.  A new bill would make the excise tax a onetime occurrence, 
starting at 37% and falling to 25% by 2019.  Growers say the current scheme makes it 
difficult to make a profit.   
 
KRCW   “Super Bowl Ticket Refunds” 1/30/2015   10:00 PM    1:51 
Two local football fans thought they were getting a great deal on Super Bowl tickets.  
The two bought their tickets on the website TicketCity. They paid the $1700 apiece, but 
got a call from TicketCity saying the broker who promised the tickets backed out at the 
last minute.  They got a refund from the company, a call from the CEO, and $2000 in 
cash to recoup travel costs.   
 
KRCW   “Craft Beer Battles” 2/4/2015   10:00 PM    1:55 
Budweiser’s new ad that ran during the Super Bowl has raised some eyebrows.  The ad 
mocks craft breweries – even though Budweiser recently purchased 3 such breweries, 
including local brewer 10 Barrel.  The ad mocks drinkers of pumpkin ale, even though 
one of their recently-acquired Elysian Brewery makes a pumpkin and peach ale.   
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KRCW   “Hanjin Port of Portland” 2/10/2015   10:00 PM    2:37 
South Korean shipping company Hanjin announced they will discontinue their 
shipments at the Port of Portland after more than two decades.  And the economic 
impact could be severe.  Many local companies, big and small, depend on the company 
to move their products into- and out of- the state.  Some view the threat as a tactic in 
the ongoing longshoreman labor dispute, but the company says slow production is the 
reason.  Hanjin handles 78% of the shipments at the port’s terminal 6 and is responsible 
for 650 local jobs. 
 
KRCW   “VXR Pot Prices” 2/16/2015   10:00 PM    :40 
Low prices and high demand are keeping Vancouver’s marijuana business booming.  
Producers have 31,000 pounds of excess product on their hands and prices have 
dropped to less than $10 per gram.  Furthermore, there aren’t many new stores opening 
to absorb the supply.  A new tax scheme under consideration by the state could result in 
more profit for producers.   
 
KRCW   “Water Scam Warning” 2/25/2015   10:00 PM    :26 
Someone posing as a Portland Water Bureau employee managed to get into a man’s 
home and steal several items.  He was wearing an orange vest and claimed he needed 
to inspect the home’s basement pipes.  This follows similar crimes that occurred in 
Hillsboro.  The Water Bureau says workers will never ask to enter a home without a 
scheduled appointment and always carry proper identification.   
 
KRCW   “Hillsboro Spa Closes” 3/1/2015   10:00 PM    :44 
Members of Hawthorn Sport and Spa showed up only to find the doors chained and a 
letter saying the lease was terminated because rent wasn’t paid.  The letter also said 
the spa is bankrupt.  One member we spoke with got a letter saying she owes the gym 
hundreds of dollars.  The letter said her membership was being automatically 
transferred to the owner’s other location, even though she said her contract was valid 
only at the shuttered location.   
 
KRCW   “March Madness Economy” 3/13/2015   10:00 PM    1:28 
Portland is one of eight cities to host rounds two and three of the NCAA tournament.  
Each city will host two rounds, which will narrow the field from 64 to 16.  That translates 
to millions in the local economy.  Some expect as much as $10 million, $4 million in 
ticket sales alone.  Some see the event as another step toward Portland hosting an 
NBA All Star game in the future.   
 
KRCW   “Haggens 48 hours” 3/18/2015   10:00 PM    :40 
A northwest grocery chain is starting an unprecedented expansion.  Bellingham-based 
“Haggen” is expanding to more than 150 stores from only 18 – and 20 are in Oregon.  
Crews began converting the “Albertsons” in Lake Oswego at midnight.  The move 
requires rebranding and re-pricing all of the existing items in less than 48 hours.  The 
rebranded store opens at 4pm tomorrow.   
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KRCW   “Bike Thefts” 3/23/2015   10:00 PM    3:54 
KGW investigated the rise of bike thefts in Portland, which have doubled in six years.  
And experts say the thieves behind the crimes are making money.  Typically, thieves 
will clip locks, steal parts, and remove any serial numbers.  Then a second person will 
sell the bikes or parts that are then used to construct new bikes with mixed parts.  In 
some cases, the bikes are taken to other cities to sell.  Police say proceeds from the 
thefts are often used to buy drugs.   
 
KRCW   “Betheny Micro Restaurants” 3/29/2015   10:00 PM    1:56 
Some of Portland’s iconic food carts are starting to set up permanent locations in the 
suburbs, but they’re maintaining their small footprints.  The new trend is being called 
“micro restaurants” and it’s turning into a successful venture.  The 350 square foot 
spaces in Bethany Village shopping center are adding variety to the local food scene.  
Customers and owners are pleased and dismiss fears that the restaurants are 
undermining Portland’s unique food cart scene.   
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES  
KRCW covered a variety of environmental topics.  We strived to make sure viewers 
could stay apprised of severe weather events, pollutants in the environment, and the 
vitality of the region’s natural resources.  Major stories included the unusually warm 
winter and low mountain snowfall.   
 
 
KRCW   “Washington Flooding Fallout” 1/7/2015   10:00 PM    :24 
Western Washington residents are facing the threat of landslides after inches of 
drenching rain.  Gayle Christner of Aberdeen was at home when a slide knocked her 
home off its foundation.  The two story home was flattened and sliding as she was 
trapped inside.  Neighbors heard her scream and came to her aid.   
 
KRCW   “Warmest Year On Record” 1/16/2015   10:00 PM    :18 
2014 was officially the hottest hear on record.  Federal scientists announced that last 
year broke the previous record holders of 2005 and 2010.  The average temperature 
was 58.24 degrees.  Record keeping began in 1880, but nine of the ten hottest years in 
history have occurred since 2002.   
 
KRCW   “Cougar Sighting” 1/24/2015   10:00 PM    :19 
Washington County Sheriff’s deputies are warning people to keep their eye out for a 
possible cougar.  They say a photo shows a cougar paw print in a field near 7th and 
Davis in Cornelius.  The department of fish and wildlife says if you see one, back away 
slowly and don’t run as this could provoke an attack. 
 
KRCW   “Mountain Warm WX” 1/25/2015   10:00 PM    :33 
Mount Hood is continuing to experience unusually warm weather this January.  Today’s 
temperature was 63 degrees – not good news for skiers and snowboarders.  Mountain 
snow is 40% of normal.  Mt. Hood Meadows and Timberline have some snow, but it 
feels more like spring than January.    
 
KRCW   “Milky Rain Mystery” 2/5/2015   10:00 PM    :25 
The National Weather Service in Spokane posted pictures of what appears to be “milky” 
rain.  They say it’s much cloudier than rain we normally see.  The Weather Service says 
samples have been sent to a lab.  Theories of the cause include volcanic ash from 
Russia or Mexico; dust from our recent strong winds; or ash from last year’s wildfires.   
 
KRCW   “Salem Owl Signs” 2/11/2015   10:00 PM    :18 
A park in Salem where four people have been attacked by an owl was the target of a 
gag by the The Rachel Maddow Show.  Maddow commissioned “angry owl” signs for 
the park and now the city says it will actually install them!  They city tweeted pictures of 
the signs today.   
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KRCW   “Windy Saturday Night” 2/21/2015   10:00 PM    1:24 
After a long stretch of calm weather strong winds are building in the Gorge and will get 
stronger throughout the night. The changes are being felt first in the Gorge, at places 
like the Vista House before they move in the metro area.   
 
KRCW   “Water Pipe Power” 2/26/2015   10:00 PM    1:49 
A Portland company is working to create a new type of hydropower.  Lucid Energy 
installs turbines on drinking water pipes causing the turbines to spin.  As they spin, they 
generate enough power for 150 homes.  Unlike large scale river dams, these pose no 
risk to migratory fish like salmon.  The electricity is currently sold to PGE and the profits 
split with the Water Bureau to help keep water prices low.   
 
KRCW   “OR Clean Fuel Bill” 3/4/2015   10:00 PM    :41 
After a 6 hour debate, the legislature passed a bill requiring cleaner fuel in Oregon.  The 
new law would mandate a 10% reduction in carbon in most fuels by 2025.  Supporters 
say it will fight climate change.  But opponents say there’s no proof of the claim and that 
it will increase gas prices.  They say a road tax that directly supports infrastructure 
improvements would be a better idea.  The bill is awaiting Governor Brown’s signature.   
 
KRCW   “Wyden Wildfire Concerns” 3/8/2015   10:00 PM    1:41 
With our unseasonably warm weather this year, lawmakers, including Senator Ron 
Wyden, are warning to prepare for a potentially devastating wildfire season.  We have 
experienced a moderate drought this year, which puts the forests at higher risk.  
Southern and Eastern Oregon have tipped into extreme drought.  Combined with a 
snowpack at 10% of normal, conditions are on track to be the worst in 25 years.   
 
KRCW   “Mt. Hood Volcano Monitors” 3/17/2015   10:00 PM    :43 
Scientists are considering new technology to monitor Mount Hood’s volcanic activity.  
The plan would install new earthquake monitors and a gas-sensing device.  There are 
about 160 earthquakes a year on Mt. Hood, but scientists say the new monitors could 
detect even more.  The last time it erupted was in the 1780s, which is recently in 
geologic time.  After a public comment period closes in April, the plan will need approval 
from the forest service.   
 
KRCW   “Astoria Sea Lion Dilemma” 3/26/2015   10:00 PM    1:15 
This is a record year for sea lions flooding the Oregon coast.  But the local community in 
Astoria is divided over whether the animals should stay or be forced out.  Some say the 
animals are a nuisance because they destroy the docks and cost the government 
money since the boats cannot tie up there.  Others say the spectacle of the sea lions is 
a money-making tourist attraction for the region.  KGW spoke with one visitor who 
travelled from SE Portland to visit the animals.   
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FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ISSUES  
 

KRCW continued its focus on families and education with reports on school campus 
safety, family-oriented events in the area, crime prevention, and other stories that 
impacted families and the community at large. 

 
KRCW   “Coaching Boys Into Men” 1/8/2015   10:00 PM    1:41 
Franklin High school in Eugene has launched a federally-funded program that trains 
coaches to train athletes in life skills.  The purpose is to teach skills to handle conflict, 
relationships, and disappointment in a healthy way – face-to-face, not over social media 
or texting.  The coaches are working with advocates at Rafael House. 
 
KRCW   “Lake O Hazing Board Meeting” 1/13/2015   10:00 PM    1:56 
Parents in Lake Oswego had their chance to speak out about a dance team hazing that 
occurred back on August 9th.  Friends of the 14-year-old victim says she has been 
called names and taunted on social media after coming forward.  The team’s coach has 
kept her job.  But parents are calling for anti- bulling and hazing programs, which the 
district says are already in place.  Those policies and their enforcement are being 
reviewed.   
 
KRCW   “PDX School Transfer Rules” 1/20/2015   10:00 PM    :53 
The Portland Public Schools Board voted four-to-one to change the system’s transfer 
policy beginning next year.  The new plan calls for a petition system, replacing the old 
lottery system.  Now, low income students will be given priority.  Supporters say it will 
increase diversity, but opponents wanted more time to discuss the issue.   
 

KRCW   “Oregon Graduation Rates” 1/26/2015   10:00 PM    :20 
New figures show Oregon ranks last in the nation in on time high school graduation 
rates.  Only 69% of students earn their diploma in four years and now the state is 
looking for ways to improve its numbers. 
 

KRCW   “Signing Day Wrap” 2/4/2015   10:00 PM    :48 
The top talents in high school football announced where they will play today.  National 
Signing Day has become an unofficial championship in its own right, with ESPN and 
others ranking the classes.  Oregon comes in 15th best in the country in the rankings.  
OSU also signed 22 players today, Coach Gary Anderssen’s first recruiting season for 
the Beavers.   
 

KRCW   “New Gun Felony Payment Plan” 2/10/2015   10:00 PM    :48 
The non-profit Crime Stoppers that usually offers rewards for tips that solve crimes, is 
now turning to crime prevention with a novel approach.  The idea is to take guns away 
from criminals and juveniles – by paying for tips.  Normally, Crime Stoppers pays up to 
$1000 for tips leading to wanted criminals, but now they’re offering $250 for tips that 
lead to gun recovery.  The idea was proposed by conservative talk show host Lars 
Larson, a gun rights activist.    
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KRCW   “Opt Out Testing” 2/15/2015   10:00 PM    :52 
The group “Oregon Save Our Schools” convened a meeting in NW Portland tonight to 
inform parents about the state’s standardized tests.  They want parents to know about 
the opt-out clause for reasons of disability or religion.  They argue that the new 
“Common Core” standards adopted by Oregon force students to spend too much time 
on testing, saying the test is longer than the bar exam.    
 
KRCW   “Conversion Therapy Bill” 2/23/2015   10:00 PM    :39 
Lawmakers are considering a bill to ban a controversial technique designed to change 
someone’s sexuality.  It’s called “conversion therapy” and targets gay individuals in an 
attempt to counsel them into being straight.  Several victims testified at the capitol, 
laying out the detrimental effects of conversion therapy.  The bill would prevent licensed 
healthcare providers from using conversion therapy on anyone under age 18.   
 
 
KRCW   “Blazers Black History” 2/24/2015   10:00 PM    :42 
Trailblazers players Dorrell Wright and C-J McCollum spoke with students at Rosemary 
Anderson High School today for Black History Month.  They talked about the importance 
of role models and encouraged students to ask the players about their perspectives.  
Robin Lopez and Allen Crabbe also spoke with students at Jefferson High School today.   
 
KRCW   “Timbers Home Opener” 3/7/2015   10:00 PM    2:06 
Today was the home opener for the Timbers, marking their fifth season in the MLS and 
40th anniversary in the North American Soccer League.  One fan we spoke with bought 
a condo across the street from the stadium in order to be close by, while another fan 
loves the Timbers so much that he moved all the way from Nebraska to cheer on the 
team.   
 
KRCW   “PSU Tuition Hike” 3/12/2015   10:00 PM    :23 
Portland State University is raising tuition despite intense student opposition. The Board 
of Trustees approved a plan to raise the undergraduate tuition more the 4%.  The 
increase goes into effect this fall and the university says the hike is necessary due to 
cuts in state funding.   
 
KRCW   “Too Sexy Cheerleaders” 3/17/2015   10:00 PM    :49 
The University of Oregon cheerleaders are under fire from a board of trustee member 
for being too sexually suggestive.  The trustee member, Ginevra Ralph, questioned 
whether the routines are appropriate in light of the new sexual assault prevention plan 
outlined by the university’s interim president.  The athletic department says they 
consider the cheerleaders an important fixture for the team and welcome discussions on 
how to improve.   
 
KRCW   “Kelso Rescues” 3/28/2015   10:00 PM    2:03 
KGW spoke with rescue workers who have a message for folks getting in their last 
spring break activities.  This comes after two Cowlitz County rescues last week.  In one 
case, a 5-year-old boy was trapped on his roof after attempting to chase his cat.  
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Another woman had to be rescued from the Cowlitz River after falling in while she was 
collecting rocks and watching wildlife.  Rescuers want people to be aware of the 
dangers that can arise during their activities.   
 
KRCW   “Rama The Elephant Obit” 3/30/2015   10:00 PM    2:03 
The Oregon Zoo elephant famous for painting pictures with his trunk has been 
euthanized.  Rama was just shy of his 32nd birthday and was born at the zoo in 1983.  
But in 1990, Rama suffered a leg injury that required therapy and pain medicine, 
allowing him to thrive in the subsequent years.  But in recent weeks, he struggled to 
walk and was experiencing pain.  That’s when zoo officials decided humane euthanasia 
was the only option.   
 


